Tactical Interrogation Report

FROM: 
TO: Coalition Forces

SUBJ: TACTICAL INTERROGATION REPORT

Name of Detainee: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))

Report No: 
Alias: None

Shaykh: 'Adnan Hasan

Captive Tag #: M060108-01

Interrogator: 

Date/Time: 292030C JAN 08

Language Used: AD

Interpreter: 

Maps Used: None

Part I: Capture Information

1. Date/Time: 060137C JAN 08
2. Place/OBJ: 

Ustaz Ahmad is ultimately responsible for approving attacks by AQIZ fighters on proposed targets.
Part II: Administrative

A. Personal Particulars of Detainee

1. Full Name: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))
2. Nationality: IZ
3. Ethnicity: Arab
4. Languages and Proficiency: AD (N), EN (P), TK (G)
5. Date/Place of birth: October 1976/Mahalabiyah, Mosul
6. Sex: Male
7. Marital Status: Married, one wife
8. Religion: Muslim–Sunni, Sufi
9. Occupation: Imam at al-Furqan Mosque, Mosul
11. Civilian Education: Master's Degree in Quran Science, Mosul University
12. Children: One boy, no girls

B. Features

Current Eye Color: Brown
Current Hair Color: Black
Current Height: 68 Inches
Current Weight: 223 Pounds
Comments: No scars, no tattoos

Part III: Information Obtained:

Summary:
- Detainee did not answer any PIRs.
- Detainee did not identify the possible photograph of Jar Allah.
- Detainee did not identify anyone of the Foreign Terrorist Photo Spread.
- Detainee provided a limited physical description of Jar Allah.
- Detainee positively identified the pictures of the cafe where Jar Allah holds frequent meetings.
Detainee denies the possible photograph of Jar Allah is a picture of Jar Allah. Detainee knows what Jar Allah looks like but denies this is an accurate photograph of Jar Allah. Detainee also reviewed the possible picture of the deceased Abu Bashait. The man in the photograph of the deceased individual has a different shaped face and chin line. Therefore, Detainee denies the deceased man is Abu Bashait.

Detainee has seen Jar Allah in person three times. Detainee provided the following limited physical description of Jar Allah.

**INDIVIDUAL**

Name: [REDACTED]
Alias: Abu Sayid and Jar Allah
Role in insurgency: Unclear as of Detainee's DOC
Links with other insurgents: Unknown
Age: About Between 32 and 34 years old
Height: Between 67 and 69 inches
Weight: Approximately 175 to 185 lbs
Build: Medium
Hair: Full head of straight black hair
Hair style: Hair is combed to the side and can be styled
Eyes: Two medium size dark eyes
Glasses: No prescription or sunglasses worn
Facial Hair: Trimmed mustache, but barely seen beard
Clothing: Pants and collared shirt with a jacket
Scars, Marks, Tattoos: None
Distinguishing Characteristics: None
Jewelry: None
Skin Color: Medium skin tone
Teeth: Full set and but upper front stick out slightly
Nationality: Saudi Arabian (unknown which part of Saudi Arabia)
Ethnicity: Arab
Languages: Arabic with Saudi dialect
Married: Unknown
Children: Unknown

Weapons: Carries a pistol
Where does individual spend most of his time: In Hayy al Sumner and at the cafe on the corner.
He is a very aggressive man that gives many orders, carries long strand of prayer beads.

Detainee positively identified the cafe where Jar Allah is believed to hold meetings. Detainee did not identify any of the people on the outside of the cafe. Detainee suspects the cafe will still be used.

Part IV: Remarks:

Detainee is providing a lot of information on Si associates.

Detainee seems to be more cooperative with every session.